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WELCOME TO THE RITTERMAN BUILDING

While manuals are routinely created for estates
and maintenance staff to operate and manage
a new building, there can be a gap in information
handover to the staff and students who use
a new building day-to-day. This end-user guide
aims to provide information for these users of
the building in a non-technical, straightforward
and graphical way.

Its primary objective is to ensure that you are 
aware of the opportunities to use the building for 
innovative teaching and learning, and to provide  
you with sufficient information on the design   
process and systems such that you are given 
the agency to engage with the building.

This is a guide for students and staff who will be using the building, to 
help you get the most out of this exciting and innovative new space.

01 WELCOME
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LOWER GROUND FLOOR ZONES UPPER GROUND FLOOR ZONES FIRST FLOOR ZONES

ENTRANCE
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WHAT?

SECOND FLOOR ZONES THIRD FLOOR ZONES

FINE ART
Located on the lower ground floor level, the high 
ceilings in these spaces are ideal for large scale 
making with large doors out onto the road so  
materials and projects can be easily unloaded 
and transported. 

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
Located on the second floor, these double 
height studio spaces are on the North side of 
the building to give them the best quality of 
light for drawing and model making with folding      
partitions so they can be subdivided into smaller 
workspaces.

DANCE
Located on the upper ground floor the double 
height rehearsal room is supported by changing 
rooms and a warmup space for dancers which 
can be set up for performances and accessed 
from the café by the audience.

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Across all floors of the building, there are a wide 
variety of facilities; from the fabrication lab in the 
lower ground floor with access to the laser cutter 
and 3D printer, the Programming Labs on the 
first floor, to the Smart Studio Flat on the third 
floor. 



WHY?
Ritterman houses staff and students from two
different University faculties, The Faculty of Arts and 
Creative Industries, and The Faculty of Science and 
Technology. It brings together various courses and 
disciplines which all work in different ways to share 
ideas about ways of teaching and learning, and to 
create new opportunities for cross collaborating.

The Ritterman building has been designed to
support innovative new methods of teaching and 
learning, but this potential can only be realised if 
you, the users of the building, are able to experiment 
with these facilities and systems. We hope that by 
sharing some of our ideas about how the building 
could be used and some of the exciting features of 
the building you will be inspired make it your own. 
 
This guide has been written by the building’s
architects and this is our way of handing over these 
spaces to you, to continue the design process, to 
imaginatively explore the potential of this building to 
support innovative technologies and inspiring ways 
of working.

WHO?HOW?
The Ritterman building is designed to be highly adaptable 
so that it can be modified and changed as new courses 
or new technologies are developed or if the needs of the 
staff and students who use the building change. 

This adaptability ranges from small changes that can 
be made in a few moments, like the retraction of folding
walls or the lowering of blinds, to more significant
changes that would require large scale building works, 
like the installation of new walls or the removal of
sections of floor to create new double height spaces. 

This guide will provide details of some of these systems 
which can be modified on a day-to-day basis to support 
different arrangements for teaching and learning.

WHERE?
The Ritterman building sits between the Vine and Forum buildings, facing onto 
the terrace. It connects and provides an accessible route for students and staff 
between the upper ground floor level of MDX House down to the level of the 
Vine building entrance, and to the Astroturf beyond. The building acts as a final 
key link, creating an accessible route all the way across the campus East to 
West, from the Quad through to the Astroturf. 
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ACCESSIBLE ROUTES ACROSS THE CAMPUS



02 INNOVATION

As well as the physical systems and spaces in the building which we hope will support new innovation, there 
are opportunities for the building itself to be used as a resource for experimentation and data gathering. Some 
which we have come up with include:

We hope that you will discover new opportunities to work with students from other courses to push forward 
creative innovation within your own practice and studies, here are some of the ways that we hope the richness 
in the spaces and facilities within the building and their arrangement will support you:

• Fine Art spaces in the basement next to 3D fabrication spaces for Science and technology.
• Space for suspended sculpture display in the Science and Technology design studios.
• Pop-up space in the Science and Technology Lab Hub to discuss and present new work.
• Interior architecture studios next to Science and Technology Presentation lounge.
• External display plinths that can house sculpture or robotics displays.

SYNERGIES

The Ritterman building is designed to support and enable innovative new 
ways of teaching and learning, both through the types of spaces and facilities 
it contains, and in the way it brings together students and staff from different 
courses and faculties.

BUILDING AS A RESOURCE

• Sunlight falling on PV panels on the roof could analysed to assess local weather conditions, sun path tracking 
or the efficiency of sustainable systems.

• Water levels in the living walls could be monitored to assess rain fall, drought conditions, or create responsive 
or programmable irrigation systems.
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This means that all of the design work on 
the building was done in a shared 3D CAD
(Computer Aided Design) model, which the
different designers all fed their information into; 
from structural information about the concrete
frame, architectural information about the
partitions and cladding, to mechanical and
electrical plant systems and routework
information. This information was then smart 
‘tagged’ in the model so that when a user 
clicked on a component it displayed information 
about its properties, for example, the fire rating 
of a door, or details on the power supply to an
extract fan. This process was used to make
co-ordination during design and construction
more straightforward and efficient, but the model 
itself now forms a database that can be used by 
the University in occupation to plan and manage 
the ongoing use, maintenance and repair of the 
building. 

We hope that this model can also be used as a 
teaching and learning resource for the courses 
that now reside within Ritterman, from interior 
architecture who could use it as a design tool to 
re-imagine how the building might be fitted out, 
to the new BIM masters course who could use 
it as a reference and build in additional levels 
of data.
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BIM
The design process for the Ritterman
building was itself an innovative proto-
type as it is the first building on campus 
to have been designed to BIM Level 2 
up to its construction.



A mix of passive architectural design techniques,
advanced technological tools and the use of
renewable energies all combine to deliver the 
environmental credentials for the building,
minimising both its energy consumption and 
its carbon footprint.  These range from simple
techniques like insulating against thermal gain 
and loss, optimising use of natural lighting and 
ventilation and zoning activities according to 
their energy needs, to the deploying of photo-
voltaic roof panels, a sophisticated rainwater 
recycling system, and smart controls on all
mechanical and electrical services.

STAGE 1
All rain falling onto the main roof of the Ritterman building is channelled into large storage 
cisterns which sit behind the toilets in all of the WCs. These fill up with rainwater which 
can then be used for flushing the toilets, reducing the rainwater which runs off the roof 
and minimising the waste of clean drinking water. The WCs are designed to minimise 
water consumption wherever possible, so all of the WC taps are on infra-red sensors to 
switch off automatically when you finish using them, all the urinals are waterless, and the 
WCs all have a dual flush to use less water. 

03 TECHNOLOGY  SUSTAINABLE

The water management strategy is a key part of the sustainable design of the 
Ritterman building, it  collects and distributes rainwater which cascades down 
through a series of building systems to reuse as much of this resource as possible
before discharging into the drains.

The Ritterman building is highly
sustainable and has been awarded 
an Excellent rating under BREEAM 
(Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method),
the third building on the campus to
be awarded this high level of
sustainability certification.

WATER
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STAGE 2
When the tanks which feed the toilet flush are full, any 
further rainwater run-off from the main roof is diverted 
down to the living roofs on the wings of the building. The 
soil on these roofs soaks up the rainwater which falls 
on them, and feeds the wild flowers and grasses on the 
roof to create an area of biodiversity, providing a home 
for local wildlife. This action retains approximately 80% 
of the rainwater that would conventionally be discharged 
direct to the public sewer.

STAGE 3
Water that isn’t soaked up by the living roof subsequently
filters down into another large irrigation tank which sits 
behind the living walls. These walls are filled with plants 
which require small amounts of water to survive, so that 
they are resilient enough to cope with dry weather. In 
wet weather the irrigation tanks, which are the size of 
the whole surface of the wall, fill and store water which 
is trickled out to feed the plants in a regulated manner.

STAGE 4
Finally, any water which has overflowed from the storage 
tanks on the main roof, the living roof and the living wall, 
is piped to a large tank buried under the access road
behind the building. This tank, called an attenuation 
tank, retains large volumes of water in periods of very 
heavy rain and releases it in a slow, even flow into the 
public system so that the building acts as part of a flood 
defence strategy for those people at the bottom of the 
hill.

Harvesting of rainwater is particularly important in the
prevention of local flooding.  As the Hendon campus sits on 
a hill any rain that falls on the hard surfaces of roofs and
carparks runs down the hill and torrential rain can fill the public
drainage system faster than it can carry the water away, 
which can lead to localised flooding. 

All of these systems have integrated sensors 
which monitor the water consumption and ensure 
that the systems such as the WCs and living walls 
are topped up with mains water when the levels 
fall too low or we are in a period of drought. In 
this way the building both actively monitors and 
responds to its own environment, and again
provides a rich source of data for further active 
monitoring and smart environment studies in 
learning and research. 



Design studios face North to give them good, even sky-
light for detailed drawing work, while all the windows which 
face south have brise-soleil louvres which shade them from 
the sun in the middle of the day and reduce the need to 
lower the blinds and switch on the lights.

The lights themselves are all low-power LED lights, and are 
controlled by sensor systems which detect the presence or 
absence of people in a room. This means that when you 
enter a room you have to actively choose to turn the lights 
on. They won’t come on automatically, but if you forget to 
switch them off when you leave, they will turn off after a 
set period of time. They also continually monitor the light 
levels in a room, growing brighter to ensure that the right 
level of light is provided for the activity where the room is 
further away from the window or as the light fades at the 
end of the day.

LIGHT
Ritterman is designed to maximize the use of natural light, and 
minimize the need to consume power in lighting the internal spaces. 

HEATING, COOLING & VENTILATION
All of the heating, cooling and ventilation systems within the building are designed to minimise energy 
use. Openable windows create natural ventilation of rooms, and allow you to manually control the 
environment. These are supplemented by mechanical systems in rooms where significant amounts 
of heat is generated by computer equipment or large numbers of people. The mechanical ventilation 
and heating systems are both designed to make the most of waste heat. So, the combined heat 
and power system (CHP) generates electricity and uses the waste heat from this process, while 
the heat recovery units in the ventilation system prevent this from being lost by transferring heat to 
incoming fresh air. These processes are operated by a central management system which monitors 
the building and learns the patterns of occupation, allowing it to run in the most energy efficient way.
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The living roof on the wings of the Ritterman building
actively improves the local ecology with a greater
biodiversity benefit to local wildlife than a traditional 
green roof. Traditional green roof systems, like the one 
on the Grove building, are planted with small evergreen 
plants called sedum. These make a positive contribution
to carbon offsetting, by absorbing carbon dioxide in the 
air, and help prevent flooding, but because they are 
planted with a small variety of plants they do not support 
much local wildlife (although of course, on the Grove, 
the beekeepers are working hard to support local bees!) 
The biodiverse roof on Ritterman is planted with a wide 
variety of local wildflowers and grasses, which means 
that while it won’t look green all year it will flower with a 
range of plants which provide a vital food source for local 
fauna. It also has small areas of gravel and tree bark on 
the roof, to create suitable wildlife habitat, and make a 
positive contribution to the local ecology.
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BIODIVERSITY

POWER
The central roof of Ritterman which isn’t a
biodiverse roof houses banks of photo-voltaic
panels. These PV panels convert sunlight into
electricity, and the South facing wing of the roof
which catches most sunlight is covered in an
array of panels angled and orientated to optimise
collection.



Its concrete structure is based on a grid layout of 
columns and beams, this allows the space to be 
divided up into rooms as it is on the third floor, or 
the space to be open plan as it is in the lab hubs 
on the first floor. The beams on the first floor 
have been structurally over-sized which allows 
for the potential future creation of double height 
spaces like the Dance studio and the bridge link 
in lab hubs. The fundamental structure in both of 
these spaces is the same, so if a radical change 
in the use demands of the building was identified 
they could both be converted into either double 
height space or have a new floor inserted.  

These measures build in long term flexibility of 
use and change that may be accommodated 
over the lifetime of the building.

FOLDING WALLS
In the Art studios in the basement and in the Interior
Architecture studios on the second floor there are folding 
walls which allow these spaces to be adapted to different 
group sizes and functions on a day-to-day basis. The 
folding wall in the basement divides off a space which 
then becomes private, with no external windows, well 
suited to life drawing or light installation work where
control of lighting is critical and the wall is magnetic so 
when it is in place it is a useful display surface. When 
the wall is open it creates an open plan space that could
be used for large studio groups, large scale installations, 
end of year shows or exhibitions.

04 ADAPTABILITY

Within the building there are various systems which allow the 
spaces to be adapted for different uses.

SYSTEMS

The Ritterman building has been designed to be highly adaptable, to allow it 
to be reconfigured in the future to respond to new technology or new course
structures and priorities, but also able to facilitate an environment that inspires 
innovation  in  teaching  and  learning. 

STRUCTURE

The folding wall in Interior Architecture allows the studio
to be subdivided to teach smaller groups of students 
without disturbing one another, while its blank magnetic
surface could be used for pin-ups or displays. When 
the wall is open the space can be used to teach larger
groups, give large presentations, or create a gallery 
space for review days. 
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The large studios are double height to allow in lots of 
natural light and they are North facing which means 
they are oriented away from direct sunlight which 
can create glare or high contrast and shadow which 
is a problem when working on bright white paper. 
Instead, they provide indirect light which gives an 
even light quality and is good for fine detail work and
viewing true colours.

Also on the same floor is the Science and Technology
presentation lounge, which contains cutting edge 
display facilities and can host virtual reality remote 
conferencing. If you are developing an innovative 
design project the use of these facilities may be
discussed with Science and Technology staff,
perhaps using the high resolution power wall to 
work collaboratively on intricate BIM models, hosting
virtual tours of remote sites over the virtual reality
display. These facilities enable both local and
external or international collaboration on design
projects via remote conferencing facilities. 

05 INDUSTRIES
 ARTS & CREATIVE

The design studio and presentation spaces on the second floor are designed to 
create a studio hub for Interior Architecture, with space to hold small tutorials, group 
presentations and large scale reviews. 

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
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The basement spaces for Art and
Design are highly adaptable, and could 
accommodate a wide range of uses 
ranging from studio work, small group 
discussions to gallery shows, large 
presentations, staged performances 
and end of year shows.
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FINE ART

• Painted floors which can be allowed to get 
messy and be easily refinished for shows.

• High ceilings to give space for large pieces 
and sculptural work.

• Space which can be partitioned off to give 
privacy for Life Drawing.

• Direct vehicle access to allow materials to be 
delivered and work transported.

• Large access doors to allow materials and 
work to be moved easily.

These opportunities for display extend beyond the Art 
and Design rooms which provide a jumping off point 
for artworks across the campus. On the terrace there 
are external landscape plinths with integrated fixing 
points, power and lighting so that external pieces can be
displayed.

We hope you will take this out even further, perhaps 
projecting light pieces onto the canopies, playing 
sound pieces in the lifts and hanging sculptures in the
entrance atrium! 

To support these possible uses we have installed
features which we hope will allow you to use this space 
in a creative way and we eagerly look forward to seeing 
how you make Ritterman your own.

• Direct access to the goods lift to allow work to 
be moved through the building and out to other 
buildings.

• Magnetic surfaces to folding partitions to give 
maximum display space.

• Hanging power sockets.
• Internally wired bars hanging from the building 

soffit which provide power and provide a fixing 
for suspended works.



Within the studio the high level win-
dows have remote operated blinds 
so the lighting within the room can 
be controlled, while the layout of 
the curtains allows for the space 
to be fully enclosed or if just the 
u-shape curtain is drawn the space 
at the far end of the studio can act 
as a white wall for projection. 
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The large studio space is immediately next to three 
changing rooms, these are at three different scales to 
allow different groups to change simultaneously and for 
the changing rooms to be allocated as required based 
on the gender split in the group. The smallest of the three 
changing spaces features an accessible shower.

The resources room has the same specialist floor sur-
face as the large studio space, so it can be used for 
small group teaching or as a warm up or warm down 
space to support the use of the studio. 

These spaces are arranged to enable them to support 
the use of the studio as a performance space. The stu-
dio has two entrances, one of which is located opposite 
the changing rooms and could act as the performers en-
trance. At the other end of the studio the entrance is next 
to the main building entrance and café and could act 
as the audience entrance. The café could provide facil-
ities for the audience’s refreshments, as well as being a 
suitably welcoming and prominent foyer/ticketing point. 
If this studio is used frequently for performances, then 
this could be more permanently supported by converting 
the store room adjacent to the entrance foyer and dance 
studio into a box-office.
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The spaces for Dance have been designed to enable both teaching and
performance to take place, supporting both of these configurations with
changing  rooms,  warm-up  space  and  stores. 

DANCE



awareness of the scope of subjects being taught, while 
students and staff in later years are able to identify
exciting opportunities for collaboration. 
We hope that these opportunities will extend out
beyond the Science and Technology spaces, and across 
to staff and students from the school of Art and Creative
Industries who share the building and from other faculties
who visit the building to use the café. The building has 
been designed to extend this display and engagement 
beyond the building envelope, out into the shared spaces
and the landscaped terraces, perhaps with hanging
installations in the entrance lobbies, projected displays 
on the canopies, or robotic demonstrations on the 
plinths in the external landscape. The area surrounding 
the building is as much part of the teaching and learning
environment as the workshops and labs themselves.

The Science and Technology spaces within the
Ritterman building have been designed and developed
to encourage open interaction which reflects the
innovative work being done by students and staff, and 
to respond to technological and theoretical change in 
the way the faculty approaches teaching and learning.
This can be seen most clearly in the move away 
from enclosed rooms which are dedicated to a single 
course, to shared spaces where facilities and systems
can be used by students and staff across courses
and year groups, and which may be opened up and 
shared with staff and students of other faculties. 
This makes Ritterman an exciting and inspiring space
to learn, with new technologies and new ideas made
visible to everyone who passes through the building.
It provides first year students which an immersive

06 TECHNOLOGY
 SCIENCE &

HUB SPACES
The Science and Technology spaces on the ground and first floor are an inter-
connected series of project learning spaces, which have been designed to
promote new ways of teaching and learning by deliberately moving away from 
more traditional seminar room style space.

• Individual students can work at their own desks.
• Groups of students can sit at desks with distributed

project information relayed to them.
• Small groups can gather in the pop-up space for

break-out discussions.
• Groups can gather around central tables with

projected information displayed on the table top.
• Demonstrations could take place on central tables

or in the pop-up space.
• Larger groups across all hubs can congregate in the 

central space.

These are designed to allow for a variety of different 
configurations of teaching, for different group cohorts,
sizes and project types, we hope this space will
encourage you to explore new ways of working
together but here are some of the ways we think this 
space could be configured:
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On the ground floor the Design Studio is brightly lit 
on all sides with full height windows that showcase 
the faculty to the wider campus. Visible from the 
café space and main entrance foyer, a shop-window 
to the studio allows other building users to see the
exciting work being done by students while acting 
as an informal breakout space for project discus-
sions. The studio is connected to the first floor Lab 
Hub spaces by a void and a bridge link, and IWBs
(Internally wired bars) above the void allow for this 
space to be used to display suspended installations 
or host projected works on the blank flank wall.
These spaces are arranged to make the different 
stages in the development of design and project work 
visible, from the paper based early concept work in 
the Design Studio, through manufacture and small 
scale making in the Lab Hub, to the presentation
and display of finished pieces.
The open nature of these spaces creates opportuni-
ties for you to come across new ways of working or 
overhear exciting conversation about projects which 
can then hopefully inspire and develop your own 
project work. To support this process, the Pop-Up 
Space will host a series of drop-in demonstrations of 
new equipment and technologies both from Science 
and Technology but also from other schools, such as 
sports performance monitoring processes or medical 
imaging technology.



The basement spaces are sheltered and protected spaces, they are acoustically
separated from other spaces in the building and the absence of natural light 
means lighting effects can be closely controlled. They can be accessed through 
large double doors onto the access road which means large scale equipment 
can be easily moved in and then up to different spaces in the building via the 
heavy goods lift.

BASEMENT

The basement houses the 3D Fabrication Lab 
which contains the laser cutter and 3D printer
as well as equipment for PCB manufacture. This 
noisy equipment is separated from the rest of 
the teaching space, but is located adjacent to 
the Project Space where the manufacture and 
testing of new project work can be developed. 
The high ceilings in this space allow for larger
installations and pieces to be assembled, 
while the IWBs (Internally wired bars) provide 
safe points for suspension from the ceiling and
allow for lighting rigs to be installed to
manipulate the lighting conditions. The project
space leads on to the annex space which
contains the robotic arm and other equipment 
which requires careful storage and operation. 
The environmental conditions can be closely 
controlled in the Multimedia Space allowing it 
to be blacked out and acoustically isolated for 
sound and light work. 
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NETWORKING ROOMS
These spaces have been designed to make the systems and processes involved in network design and
development as openly visible as possible, so that staff and students can explore and demonstrate these systems 
first hand. The data racks on each desk can be accessed and networked by students, so exercises could be set 
up to hack one-another’s networks for example.
The spaces can be opened up into one larger teaching room. The shared NER room in the middle has glazing all 
around to make the systems and their use viewable, while the rooms themselves have windows onto the corridors 
to allow passing staff and students to glimpse the work being done. Networking cabling and linked services at high 
level are exposed to view, allowing students a real life understanding of a system in use.

PROGRAMMING LOUNGE
This is a highly configurable space for use by groups of different sizes from programming projects involving large 
groups to individual drop-in working, and could also be used to host external events or demonstrations spilling 
over from the pop-up space in the hubs. There are a variety of different configurations of furniture which allow 
students to find ways of working that suit them including lap-top bars and small pod spaces.
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THIRD FLOOR

PRESENTATION LOUNGE
This is space designed to explore new ways of
communication and display, from the power wall of high 
resolution screens which can be linked to provide a
system capable of displaying full body scans at life size, 
to the desks with in-built video conferencing screens 
and communications equipment. This space can be
entirely blacked out to control the light coming in and
experiment with new methods of communication yet to
be developed.

MECHATRONICS & ROBOTICS LAB
These two interconnected spaces are designed to allow 
for teaching and development of projects across these 
two strands of computer science and to allow for the 
physical equipment which is used by both, such as the 
FESTO and the robots, to move easily between them. 

INTERACTION DESIGN LAB
The use of this lab flows on from the mechatronics and 
robotics labs, providing a space to develop and refine 
projects which focus on human computer interaction.
This smaller lab provides a space where creative
technologies can be developed, such as games
programming and oculus rift, also allowing long-term 
student projects to be set up and developed.

ASSISTED LIVING SUITE
This suite provides a testing ground for the project work 
and technologies developed in the other lab spaces on 
this floor. It is designed to mimic a domestic space, with 
a small kitchen, seating area and access to a small
external space, it creates a test environment for
interaction design experiments. By installing different 
domestic and commercial appliances this space can be 
used to test new technologies developed in the pursuit 
of the internet of things, the augmented house, or the 
smart office.

SECOND FLOORFIRST FLOOR
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Most importantly we hope that this guide has 
given you the tools you need to explore not 
only your chosen subject, but other related
programmes and disciplines and inspires you 
to use the building in creative and imaginative 
new ways, establishing new boundaries and
exploiting the potential of the spaces in ways 
that we, the designers, had not even thought of!
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07 THANK YOU

We hope that this guide has given you a deeper insight into 
some of the design features and facilities of Ritterman and 
the way it has been designed to support and encourage
innovation.




